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ABSTRACT 

Non-static plane symmetric model in ( )TRf , theory of gravity proposed by Harko et al. (Physics review D 84, 024020, 2011) with 

scalar field (quintessence or phantom) has been investigated, where R is Ricci scalar and T is the trace of energy momentum tensor. 

Some physical properties of the model are also obtained and discussed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent cosmological observations such as type I super- novae 

[1], cosmic microwave background radia4on [2] suggest that 

the universe is accelerating and expanding at present. They 

also suggest that our universe is spatially flat, and consists of 

about 70% dark energy with nega4ve pressure,30% dust 

matter (cold dark matter plus baryons), and negligible 

radiation. Construction of different dark energy candidates 

and modification of Einstein’s theory of gravitation have 

been suggested, in order to explain this accelerated 

expansion of the universe. Cosmological constant, 

quintessence, phantom, quintom, chaplygin gas, holographic 

dark energy etc have been recently proposed as many 

candidates of dark energy. In recent years, several modified 

gravity theories like )(Rf gravity, )(Gf gravity, 

)(Tf gravity, ),( TRf gravity and so on have been 

discussed. By modifying the geometrical part of Einstein–

Hilbert action of general relativity, we obtain modified 

gravity. Noteworthy amongst them are )(Rf theory of 

gravity formulated by Nojiri and Odintsov [3] inves4gated by 

many relativists. The elementary and likely modification is to 

include curvature terms that are of type )(Rf having 

combinations of Ricci scalar R . In )(Rf gravity, one 

employs a function of curvature scalar as the Lagrangian 

density. Several authors [4-26] studied different cosmological 

models in )(Rf  theory of gravity. Recently, Harko et al. 

[27] proposed another modified theory known as 

),( TRf gravity, wherein the gravitational Lagrangian 

contains the Ricci scalar and trace of the energy-momentum 

tensor. In ),( TRf gravity, cosmic acceleration may result 

not only due to geometrical contribution to thetotal cosmic 

energy density but it also depends on matter contents. This 

theory can be applied to explore several issues of current 

interest and may lead to some major differences. Bianchi 

type-I cosmological model in ),( TRf  gravity has been 

obtained Adhav [28]. Reddy et al [29, 30] discussed Bianchi 

type- III and Kaluza–Klein cosmological models in 

),( TRf gravity. Singh and Shri Ram [31] inves4gated the 

dynamics of anisotropic Bianchi type-III bulk viscous string 

model with magnetic field. Sharma and Singh [32] studied 

Bianchi type-II string cosmological model in the presence of 

magnetic field in the context of ),( TRf theory of gravity. 

Several researchers [33–51 ] studied different cosmological 

models in ),( TRf  theory  of gravity. 

Scalar field can play a vital role to explain the cosmic 

acceleration which has widely been studied. Scalar field 

cosmology plays a crucial role in the study of the early 

Universe, particularly in the investigation of infla4on [52] . 

Self-interacting scalar fields play a vital role in the study of 

inflationary cosmology. The anisotropic universe models in 

( )TRf , gravity in the presence of perfect fluid and scalar 

field have been investigated by Sharif and Zubair [53]. The 

Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) models with perfect 

fluid and scalar field in higher derivative theory have been 

obtained by Singh and Singh [54]. Sharif and Jawad [55] have 

studied reconstruction of scalar field dark energy models in 

Kaluza-Klein universe.The behavior of scalar field in 

modified ( )TRf ,  gravity within the framework of a flat 

FRW cosmological model have been studied by Singh and 
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Singh [56]. Singh et al. [57] have inves4gated Bianchi type-I 

universe with scalar field and time varying cosmological 

constant in ( )TRf , gravity. Kantowski-Sachs scalar field 

cosmological models in a modified theory of gravity have 

been discussed by Santhi et. al. [58]. Recently Kanakavalli     

et al. [59] has studied a scalar field cosmological model in 

Bianchi type-V space time in this modified theory of 

gravitation.  

Motivated by the above discussions, in this paper non-static 

plane symmetric space-time in presence of scalar field within 

the framework of ( )TRf ,  theory of gravitation proposed 

by Harko et al. [27] have been studied. The plan of the paper 

as follows: Sect. 2 describes ( )TRf ,  gravity formalism in 

the presence of scalar field. Sect. 3 is devoted to the 

derivation of field equations and solutions of field equations 

leading to scalar field model. Sect. 4 contains a detailed 

physical discussion of the model. Summary and conclusions 

are presented in the last section 

2. Field Equa+ons of ( )TRf ,  Gravity with 

scalar field 
The field equations of ( )TRf , gravity are derived from the 

Hilbert-Einstein type variation principle. The action for 

the ( )TRf ,  gravity with scalar field,  

xdLgxdTRfgS m
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where ( )TRf ,  is an arbitrary function of  Ricci scalar ( )R  , 

( )T is the trace of stress-energy tensor of the matter 

( )ijT and 
φL is the matter Lagrangian of scalar field. )  

The energy momentum tensor ijT  is defined as  
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Here we consider that the dependence of matter Lagrangian 

is merely on the metric tensor ( )ijg rather than on its 
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Now varying the action with respect to metric tensor, gravity 

field equations are obtained as  
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i∇ is the covariant derivative. 

Here we assume that the universe is filled with scalar field 

minimally coupled to gravity. Therefore, the energy-

momentum tensor of a scalar field with self-interacting scalar 

field potential has the form  

( )φφφξφφξ νµ
µν VggT ijjiij −







−= ,,,, 2
             (2.6)   

where ( )1±=ξ correspond to quintessence and phantom 

scalar fields respectively.  

The trace of the energy-momentum tensor ( )T is given by  

  ( ) ( )φφξ VT ′+−= 42
4                         (2.7)                                                                                                

Here after dot denotes differentiation with respect to time.  

 

The matter Lagrangian of the scalar field is given by t  

( ) ( )φφξφ VL ′+−= 4
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Now from equa4ons (2.5) and (2.8), we have  
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Generally, the field equations also depend, through the 

tensor, on the physical nature of the ijΘ  matter field. 

Hence in the case of ( )TRf , gravity depending on the 

nature of the matter source, we obtain several theoretical 

models corresponding to different matter contributions for 

gravity. However, Harko et al. [27] gave three classes of these 

models: 
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Here we consider the first case, i.e, where is an arbitrary 

function of the trace of stress-energy tensor. Using these 

rela4on gravity field equa4ons (2.4) reduced to  

( ) ( ) ( ) ijijijijijij gTfTfTTRgR +′Θ+−=− 2
2

1 ,           (2.11)     

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the 

argument.  

3. Metric and Field equations  
We consider a non-static plane symmetric space-time 

described by the line element 

( )22222222 dzsdrdrdteds h −−−= θ ,       (3.1)  

where r , θ , z  are the usual cylindrical polar coordinates 

and h & s are functions of t alone. It is well known that this 

line element is plane symmetric.For the particular choice of 

the function TTf µ=)(  (Harko et al. [27]), where µ  is a 

constant. 

The field equa4ons (2.10) for the metric (2.11) using (2.6) and 

(2.9) can be wriLen as  
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Equa4ons (3.2)-(3.4) are a set of three independent 

equations with four unknowns ( )φVsh ,, and φ . 

Using equa4ons (3.2) and (3.3) we get, 

                  4 4
4

4

2 0
s

h
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+ =                                                (3.5)                                                                                                           

From equa4ons (3.5), we obtain the metric coefficients as  

               ( )nh te ηγ +=                                                (3.6)                                                                                                               

                ( ) ,
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1
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where   

( )γ
ψκ

n21 −
= and  n&,,, ψκηγ   are 

arbitrary constants. 

The metric (3.1) can be wriLen as  

( ) ( )[ ]{ }2424222222 dztdrdrdttds nn −+−−−+= ηγκθηγ       (3.8)                                                       

 

4. Physical discussions  
Equa4on (3.8) represents non-static plane symmetric scalar 

field cosmological model in ( )TRf ,  theory of gravity. The 

physical and geometrical parameters which are significant in 

the discussion of cosmology are discussed.  

 

The spatial volume is  
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The spatial volume increases with time and it becomes 

infinite for large values of time. Thus inflation is possible for 

large value of time. Also volume becomes zero at the instant 

0=t , there is a Big-Bang at 0=t  which resembles with 

the inves4ga4ons of Katore et. al. [60]. 

The Hubble parameter is  
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The scalar expansion is  
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The parameters Hubble parameter H , Expansion Scalar θ  

vanish as time approaches infinity while they diverge 

at 0=t . 

The average anisotropy parameter is 
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The shear scalar is  
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The shear scalar tends to infinity as 0→t , whereas 

when ∞→t , shear scalar tends to zero which resembles 

with the results of Katore and Shaikh [61]. 

The deceleration parameter  
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From equa4ons (3.2)-(3.4) and (3.6)-(3.7), we get scalar field 

potential as  
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and  the scalar field as  
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where  
0ω   is constant of integration. 

 

5. Conclusions  
In this paper, non-static plane symmetric space-time in the 

presence of a scalar field in the frame work of ( )TRf ,  

gravity [27] has been studied. It is observed that the model 

presented represents scalar field (quintessence or Phantom) 

model in this theory. The spatial volume increases with time 

and it becomes infinite for large values of time. Thus inflation 

is possible for large value of time. Also volume becomes zero 

at the instant 0=t , there is a Big-Bang at 0=t .The 

parameters Hubble parameter H ,Expansion Scalar θ  

vanish as time approaches infinity while they diverge 

at 0=t .The shear scalar tends to infinity as 0→t , 

whereas when ∞→t , shear scalar tends to zero. It can be 

seen that the scalar field, in the model, increases whereas 

the scalar potential decreases with time and tends to zero as 

∞→t . It is interesting to note that the results obtained in 

this paper resembles with the investigations of Kanakavalli 

et. al. [59]. 
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